CLINTON FIELD PARK IMPROVEMENTS - CONCEPT 1

CONCEPT 1
- Biomorphic form informed by Masterplan layout
- "ADA accessible route from east side of park
- "Terraced approach separates futball area from playground area
- "Community garden beds on periphery
- "Separate futball and basketball courts
- "Limited flexible greenspace if full basketball court is installed

PROPOSED CONCEPT 1 PLAN
TENTATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN 2026

PROPOSED FIRST PHASE OF IMPROVEMENTS FOR CONCEPT 1
TENTATIVE CONSTRUCTION FALL 2024

PLAYGROUND DESIGN TBD (6,350 SF)
PARK SIGN & SEAT WALL
- Biomorphic form informed by Masterplan layout
- ADA accessible route from east side of park
- Terraced approach separates futball area from playground area
- Community garden beds on periphery
- Separate futball and basketball courts
- Limited flexible greenspace if full basketball court is installed

PICNIC TABLES & GRILLS
COMMUNITY GARDEN (900 SF)
- (10) 4'x8' raised beds

PICNIC SHELTER (15'x30')
- Drinking fountain
- Ornamental trees

NATIVE PLANTINGS
PICNIC TABLES & SPORT VIEWING AREA
- Flexible green or optional full basketball court

FLEXIBLE GREEN OR OPTIONAL FULL BASKETBALL COURT
- Half basketball court (high-school size)
- 70'x110' futball/ polo court
- (2) cross-court mini futball courts
- Stormwater basin (2,500 SF)

ENTRY PLAZA
- Native plantings

70'-110' FUTSAL/BIKE POLO COURT
- Existing basketball court to remain
- Stormwater basin (remove volleyball court below)

"DUE TO BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS, A PHASE 1 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FUTSAL/BIKE POLO COURT WILL REQUIRE MODIFICATIONS TO CONCEPT 1 TO INCLUDE A STAIR ACCESS IN THE NE CORNER OF THE PARK IN LIEU OF A RAMPS ACCESS IN THE FINAL DESIGN."
CLINTON FIELD PARK IMPROVEMENTS - CONCEPT 2

PROPOSED CONCEPT 2 PLAN
TENTATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN 2026

PROPOSED FIRST PHASE OF IMPROVEMENTS FOR CONCEPT 2
TENTATIVE CONSTRUCTION FALL 2024